Don’t fixate on a fixed price
contract: The advantages of
flexible procurement

Do you have the most suitable energy contract
for your organisation? Find out more about
the benefits of flexible price energy
procurement.

Do you have the most suitable energy
contract for your organisation? Find
out more about the benefits of
flexible price energy procurement.
Historically, fixed energy procurement
is the more traditional approach to
energy
purchasing.
The
main
advantage is that the energy price is
fixed for the contract term, providing
budget certainty.

Don’t fixate on a fixed price contract:
The advantages of flexible procurement and
multi purchase services

The potential drawbacks of
fixed procurement
Despite providing a more cautious approach to energy purchasing, fixed procurement has a number of disadvantages:
1. Timing

2. Risk Premiums

3. Are All Elements Fixed?

If you lock into your next fixed
energy contract on a day when
wholesale energy prices are
high, you will have committed
your
organisation
to
uncompetitive energy prices for
the term of the contract, which
could be up to three years. If
your competitors have fixed
their prices at a better time,
they will therefore have a
competitive advantage via their
energy procurement through to
the medium term.

Suppliers face risks associated
with your supply contract in
terms of volume variations,
credit risk, and especially nonenergy charges, such as
transportation charges and
green taxes. To cover this risk
they add a premium to your
prices, which usually increases
with the length of your contract.

Do not assume that all costs are
fixed under a fixed contract.
Most suppliers’ standard terms
stipulate in their T&Cs that they
can ‘pass through’ any increases
in non-energy costs, such as
transportation charges or green
levies, to customers during their
contract.

Is flexible procurement an
option for my organisation?
• Flexible procurement is available to organisations using over 7 million kWh of
energy.
• Organisations using less than 7 million kWh can join flexible collective products.
• These are offered by larger energy brokers and buying groups and allow smaller
organisations to combine their consumption so it is large enough to access the
benefits of the flexible approaches.
• The benefits of flexible procurement - Flexible procurement is an alternative way
to purchase energy that allows organisations to take advantage of the ups and
downs of the wholesale market. It involves tracking the wholesale market and
purchasing smaller chunks of energy in line with a defined strategy throughout
the length of a contract.
• The aim is to buy during price dips and avoid purchasing during price spikes.

Market movements
become advantageous
Flexible buying avoids the main drawback of
fixed procurement; it removes the need to
buy all your energy on one day which may
subsequently turn out to be uncompetitive.
This allows your organisation to spread the
risk of purchasing, from one to multiple
purchasing points, ideally resulting in lower
average energy purchase prices during price
spikes.

Example
The mechanics and price advantage of flexible purchasing are
illustrated using historic wholesale market price data from
2017.
1.

Sign a fixed price contract for 4MW in February 2017 for
an April 17 start date (12 month contract) at £45.94/MWh.

1.

Sign for a basket alternative and purchase:

Aug-16
Sep-16
Feb-17
Mar-17

1MW at
1MW at
1MW at
1MW at

£41.26/MWh (Quarter)
£40.89/MWh (Quarter)
£42.29/MWh (Quarter)
£43.66/MWh (Quarter)

Average

£42.94/MWh (6.5% Saving)

Is flexible procurement an
option for my organisation?
Ultimately organisations become empowered to
avoid buying large volumes at market highs and
seek out market lows – aligning their procurement
strategy to the movements in the wholesale
market and not fighting against them.
Risk premiums are reduced
Flexible procurement allows you to purchase
energy closer to the date of use, reducing the risk
premium you pay with fixed contracts. It can be
substantially reduced if you have a flexible product
which can ‘pass through’ non-energy charges.

Fixed, transparent
‘pass-through’ charges
In the past a key benefit of fixed contracts was, as the name
suggests, the certainty of one fixed price for the contract
duration. However, as mentioned above, most fixed
contracts allow the non-energy element of the price to be
‘passed through’ to the customer if those elements exceed
the supplier’s original expectations, so customers often see
increases in their energy ‘tariffs’ during their contracts.
With a flexible procurement contract these non-energy
charges can be fixed or passed through at their published
rate, and clearly itemised on bills. This not only allows
clearer visibility of what is being charged, but also allows you
to compare each supplier’s non-energy costs when it comes
to contract renegotiation time.

A long-term energy strategy
When setting up a flexible procurement framework, a 2-3
year energy strategy will often be devised. This will take a
long-term view of the energy market and allow your
organisation to do the same, assisting with long term energy
budgeting and forecasting.
Your energy strategy will also consider your organisation’s
objectives, such as budget or cost savings, and all purchasing
decisions can then be made based on this plan. Unlike
traditional fixed price decisions where you are buying to a
calendar date of renewal, you can instead take a strategic
view of your purchasing decisions.

Additional product benefits
Overall, flexible procurement contracts have more functionality
than standard fixed contracts. Depending on your business needs,
consumption patterns and procurement objectives, some may be
more advantageous than others. The beauty of flexible frameworks
is that you can choose and only pay for the functions you require.
These include:
• Volume re-forecasting - Important if your consumption may be
changeable, e.g you are expanding or contracting your business,
or considering onsite generation or energy efficiency measures.
Re-forecasting your consumption volumes allows you to
minimise the risk of volume tolerance penalties.
• Lock/unlock functionality - This allows you to reconsider your
pricing strategy and decisions if the wholesale market changes
direction. For example, you may have ‘locked in’ your volumes
for winter 2019 to purchase in summer 2018, but in the
meantime the market may look favourable now, therefore you
may choose to unlock the volume and bring the purchase
forward.

Risk-managing flexible
procurement
With flexible energy procurement, your
organisation is taking the first steps towards truly
operating in the wholesale energy market, and is
exposed to many of the opportunities and risks
that this entails. This is not a reason to be fearful,
but it is a reason to engage expert help in the form
of an energy broker or consultancy. They will
ensure that you have a thorough appreciation of
how to manage the energy price risks that this
approach opens up.

Advantages of using a good
consultancy
• A tailored, bespoke flexible procurement product to suit
your needs.
• Development of a purchasing strategy that sets out the
criteria and process for purchasing, ensuring appropriate
limits and controls in line with your risk appetite.
• Access to reliable market information and wholesale
market monitoring software that allows the monitoring of
market prices in real-time and optimises the delivery of
your purchasing strategy.
• Always alert – your broker should be constantly watching
the market and helping you identify the best times to buy.
• Access to the most competitive wholesale market prices
on the day of purchase, through live market screens
combined with ‘sleeving’ arrangements to ensure
suppliers match the best price.

Is it right for you?
• There is a misconception that you have to be spending millions on energy
to be able to access flexible purchasing. In fact, the volume thresholds have
halved over the last few years, from in excess of 100GWh five years ago,
down to 30GWh and now down as low as 7GWh currently.
• Smaller companies can also look at flexible collective products, so size is no
longer a constraint. It is well worth reconsidering your options based on the
product features currently available.
• Flexible procurement does not have to be complex; companies can buy
‘with a fixed mentality’ e.g. buying energy once a year but doing so within a
flexible framework.
• This gives the ability to change the buying point if the market increases or
decreases, offers slightly lower premiums, access to additional product
benefits, and a consultant constantly watching the market on your behalf.

• Whilst flexible procurement is not for organisations who demand 100%
budget certainty, it does allow risk to be capped with parameters in the
purchasing strategy to protect budgets if required.

